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Electromigration: hillocks and extrusions



Electromigration: voids



Model of bicrystal with tilt grain boundary

∼1000 atoms



High-resolution graphics!



The interface (GB) is where the action is

Mean-squared displacement → diffusion coefficient



High-resolution graphics with color!

Make a movie? Forget about it ...



What has changed in 25 years?

Color printers & cut-and-paste vs VMD/GPUs/movies
SubMicron Facility vs NanoScale Facility



Buildings get bigger as science gets smaller
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IBM 3090 with 6 procs vs Petaflop machines with 100K cores

1 “core” of IBM 3090 (NSF supercomputer facility):

50 MHz chip
1 hour for 25K steps for 1K atoms = 144 µsec/atom/step

1 core of my Dell desktop:

3.5 GHz chip
0.7 µsec/atom/step, 200x faster
my thesis computations in a couple of days!

1000-atom models vs million-atom models

Nanoseconds vs microseconds

Potentials are more accurate and more expensive
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What has not changed in 25 years?

Is electromigration still a problem?

not sure, “solved” by low power and Al → Cu ?

MD length/time scales still far short of reality

1000 atoms is (barely) one grain boundary
billion Al atoms is 0.016 cubic micron
MD went from nanosecs to microsecs
electromigration & materials aging happen in months/years

Interesting stuff happens at interfaces (compared to bulk)

Modeling interfaces can be harder and easier

typically need bigger systems
phenomena often happen quicker at interfaces than in bulk
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Three interface vignettes

Broad view of “interfaces” and “atomistics”

1 Grain boundary migration

interface = “surface” between 2 crystals, different orientations

2 Nanoparticle self-assembly

2 interfaces = NP/solvent and liquid/vapor
mostly coarse-grained, some atomistic

3 Shock-wave initiation of explosions

2 interfaces = shock front and void/bulk

Recurring theme: interfaces are challenging to model,
but mediate phenomena of interest
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#1 - Grain boundary migration

K Janssens, et al, Nature Materials, 5, 124 (2006)

Migration is slow process, mobility is hard to compute

Add synthetic energy/force as function of mis-orientation

Drives atoms near boundary from orientation J to I
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Bicrystal model

Mobility ∝ migration velocity / driving force

Extract accurate mobility from short simulation
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Mobilities for 388 boundaries

D Olmsted, et al, Acta Materialia, 57, 3704 (2009)

fcc Ni, EAM, tilt and twist, at 1400K

25% move by coupled shearing mechanism (high mobility)

Mobility not correlated with θ, Σ, excess volume, energy
Non-shearing GBs come in 2 flavors:

high mobility, atomically rough
low mobility (immobile), atomically smooth
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Grain growth slowing in high purity materials

E Holm & S Foiles, Science, 328, 1138 (2010)

Poly-crystalline sample with variety of boundaries

fcc Ni, 5M atoms, 10 nsecs, T = 0.75 Tm

Low-mobility boundaries pin grain growth



#2 - Nanoparticle self-assembly

Common processing steps to get NPs where you want them:

coat NPs to avoid flocculation
put NPs in solution
flow them onto surface
evaporate solvent to leave thin film
self-assembly via NP/NP & NP/solvent interactions

Understand physical dynamics of this process
to enable steering of self-assembly
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Coarse-grained model of evaporation

CG model: colloids are large single particles, solvent = LJ

2 interfaces = NP/solvent and liquid/vapor

Evaporation depletes solvent near liquid surface

NP ordering at surface is competition between
accumulation and diffusion times
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Coarse-grained NP/NP and NP/LJ interactions

Integrated LJ potential over volume of nanoparticle
Everaers & Ejtehadi, Phys Rev E, 67, 041710 (2003)
Encoded as pair colloid.cpp in LAMMPS

Pairwise and analytic (albeit expensive), Hamaker constant,
1/r2 dependence, similar formulation for ellipsoids
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MD simulations

S Cheng & G Grest, J Chem Phys, 138, 064701 (2013)

NP diam = 20σ, colloid potential = integrated LJ

670 NP, 7M solvent, 40M timesteps

Hamaker constant gives purely repulsive NP/NP

akin to short-chain coating to avoid flocculation

Evaporation: remove solvent from vapor at top of box

control the rate
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Fix evaporate to remove solvent at controlled rate

Input script:
fix 1 solvent evaporate

N M topbox 38277 {molecule yes}
Pre exchange() method in fix evaporate

identify atoms in region volume

pick random subset (consistent across procs)

delete from system

also remove molecules the deleted particles are in

∼200 lines of code (molecules add complexity)



Evaporation of solvent from colloid mixture system

Leads to self-assembly of ordered structure



Results for slow evaporation rate

Remove 50% of solvent

Regular hexagonal ordering in top few layers



Results for fast evaporation rate

6x faster than slow rate

Disorder frozen in → defects, grain boundaries



Annealing can heal defects

Stop fast evaporation, continue to run for 2x longer

Similar annealing cycle used in experiments



Timescales that drive NP ordering

Evaporation rate → timescale for NP accumulation at surface

Lateral diffusion faster than accumulation: ordered films

Accumulation faster than diffusion: defective films

Simulation can predict max evap rate for high-quality films

Additional interface effects:

solvation of NP prohibits aggregation, allows diffusion
dense NP layer at liquid/vapor surface reduces evaporation

Comparison with experiment:

slow/fast evaporation in qualitative agreement
annealing effects also seen in expt
if evaporation too slow:

don’t reach critical nucleation surface density
seen in expt, too long for simulation
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Computational issue with dual particles sizes

P in ’t Veld, et al, Comp Comm Phys, 179, 320 (2008)
Mixture system with 20/1 size ratio leads to 3 cutoffs

20σ for NP/NP, 14σ for NP/LJ, 3σ for LJ/LJ

Efficient neighbor finding is challenging

98% of time building neighbor lists via standard algorithms

Solution is small bins, stencils, and avoid computing Rij
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Load-balancing for enhanced performance

Liquid/vapor interface → dramatic 1d density variation

Default processor domains are equal-sized 3d bricks
unequal particles/proc → poor parallel scalability

Implemented load-balancing commands:
static balance command
dynamic fix balance command

Much better performance on large number of procs

Algorithm is inadequate for general 3d density variation
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What about small solvated nanoparticles?

Recall coarse-grain model: spherical NPs and LJ solvent
Tiny solvated NPs are no longer spherical or symmetric!
NPs are 2/4/8 nm Au core, coated with alkane-thiol ligands
Ligands capped with non-polar CH3 or polar COOH

Excess free volume allows asymmetry in particle shapes
Hydrophyllic/phobic interactions drive self-assembly
Interfaces between NP/NP & NP/solvent at liquid surface
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Aggregation of non-polar nanoparticles

M Lane & G Grest, March APS meeting (2013)
Dozens of NPs, 1.2M atoms, 10-200 nsec, H2O surface
Akin to lipid molecules forming bilayers



Aggregation of polar nanoparticles



Comparison of non-polar versus polar NPs

Morphology of final aggregates not that different

Appears asymmetric shape effects outweigh polarity effects



More parallelism for rigid-body models

Fix rigid/small command

With Trung Nguyen (ORNL)

Same functionality as original fix rigid

But optimized for many small bodies

Local communication instead of global

Up to 100x performance improvement for some models



Bio version of self-assembly: proteins into microtubules

S Cheng & M Stevens, Soft Matter, 8, 5666 (2012)

Coarse-grain model with implicit solvent

Rigid wedge = protein dimer

Binding sites on wedge mimic P/P binding

Attractive/repulsive LJ cutoffs mimic P/S interface effects
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Coarse-grain model with implicit solvent
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Binding sites on wedge mimic P/P binding

Attractive/repulsive LJ cutoffs mimic P/S interface effects



Microtubule formation

1000 35-particle wedges, 1 red sphere per wedge
500 million timesteps



#3 - Shock-induced detonation of explosives

R Shan & A Thompson, March APS meeting (2013)

PETN is a powerful high explosive

Simulate “slow” shock wave passing thru PETN crystal

Use a reactive force field (ReaxFF)
detonation is triggered by onset of exothermic reactions
optimized implementation added to LAMMPS by
Metin Aktulga in Ananth Grama’s group

Quantify detonation sensitivity to
orientation, defects, impurities ... a safety issue
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Up-front work to validate ReaxFF parameterization

ReaxFF is trained with QM data
Predicts dissociation barriers for PETN

in good agreement with ab initio calculations

Bulk simulations of PETN shock velocity vs impact velocity



Smallest void size = 10 nm

1.1M atoms, 5.4 psec



Largest void size = 20 nm

8.9M atoms (60x40x40 nm)
10 psec (20K steps, 100 hours on 4096 cores)



Void is hot-spot for temperature (and stress)

Hottest at trailing edge of void



PETN sensitivity increases with void size

Heat and stress trigger chemical reactions
Hot-spot lowers detonation initiation stress by 30%

Increased sensitivity with increasing void size
Agrees with experiment except:

real PETN can have micron-scale voids
experiments performed at lower shock speeds
bigger/longer simulations needed to bridge that gap
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Per-atom, per-timestep cost for atomistic potentials

See lammps.sandia.gov/bench.html#potentials



Moore’s Law for potentials
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Quantum-accuracy with empirical potentials?

GAP = Gaussian approximation potentials
Gábor Csányi, Albert Bartók-Partay (U Cambridge)

SNAP = spectral neighbor analysis potentials
Aidan Thompson and collaborators (Sandia)

Aim for quantum-level accuracy in some cases:
interpolate to ab initio potential energy surface
Gaussian process: high-dimensional interpolation technique
trained on set of configurations via quantum calculations
cost still linear in N = number of atoms

Reduces errors relative to DFT

Bartok, et al, PRL, 104, 136403

(2010).

Our interest: semiconductors & metals like InP, Ta, Be
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More interfaces: see LAMMPS web pages



Interfaces are hard to model, but be happy ...

You weren’t a grad student 25 years ago

Empirical potentials are more accurate than ever

getting closer to goal of quantum-accuracy at atomistic cost
maybe you can avoid having to do QM/DFT calculations :)

Now have ubiquitous, fast compute resources

many-core desktops, cheap clusters, GPUs,
several supercomputer centers, Amazon cloud (?)
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Links and thanks

LAMMPS: http://lammps.sandia.gov

Sandia collaborators:

Shengfeng Cheng (Virginia Tech)
Stephen Foiles
Gary Grest
Liz Holm (CMU)
Pieter in ’t Veld (BASF)
Koenraad Janssens
Matt Lane
Dave Olmsted
Ray Shan
Mark Stevens
Aidan Thompson


